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Abstract: 

An ontological shift from classical political economy‟s division of labor as simply the movement of 

capital is termed the Transnational Division of Labor (TDL) by Cohen (2006), with workers as the 

centre of the labor market process. Immigration policies directly linked to national origins impact 

on the makeup of a nation‟s labor market (Borjas 1999). It is not simply a case of who moves and 

who does not, but about the placement of particular social groups in relation to flows of capital, 

technology and people (Massey 1993). 

This paper proposes that the nature of labor demand and Ireland‟s immigration policies during the 

Celtic Tiger (1997-2007), are a reflection of global trends of the TDL. Ireland‟s economic growth 

was fuelled by the availability of capital, but also through the availability of a cheap flexible labor 

supply. The analysis initially looks at how Ireland‟s immigration policies, as they reflect global 

labor trends, contribute to the clustering of certain migrants in low-skilled service sector jobs. The 

methods of analysis move then to a three step numerical analysis of clustering: (1) Percentages, (2) 

ODDS ratios (3) Two-step cluster analysis. Results offer evidence of economic clustering and the 

channeling of workers into specific jobs linked back to the immigration policies and recruitment 

drives. Given the recent economic changes in the Irish economy, the paper also looks at how 

immigration policies have changed since 2007.  

 

Key Words: Immigration Polices, Transnational Division of Labor, Polarization, flexible work, 
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Introduction: 

In this article I provide empirical evidence that supports the claim that since 1998 the Irish State has 

actively engaged in specific immigration policies that are directly linked to labor market demand. 

An analysis of immigration policies from 1998 onwards focuses on the major actors, in addition to 

the state, who were/are actively involved in the formulation of immigration policies. Ireland‟s 

immigration policies are not unique in their direct link with the labor market; rather they illustrate 

the global trend of what group‟s social characteristics are most or least desirable in specific sectors 

and particular jobs.  

Empirical evidence based on the 2006 Irish census and more recent statistical evidence from the 

Quarterly National Household Survey (QNHS), is used to illustrate the clustering and economic 

concentration of certain social characteristics in the Irish labor market. The specific methodological 

approach applied begins with a broad percentages analysis followed by two further more in depth 

steps that illustrate that it is not simply a case of numerical concentration but that deeper trends also 

emerge. The use of the ODDs ratio followed by the more sophisticated cluster analysis point to 

these emerging trends that confirm global trends unfolding within the Irish labor market.  

The empirical evidence highlighted through this specific analytical departure point of immigration 

policies broken down through the selected methodological three step course, offers an opportunity 

to place Ireland in a global context as well as uncovering the particularities i.e. the importance of 

place in uncovering global trends. Ireland‟s recent economic history is unique to the island in view 

of its unprecedented economic boom followed immediately by its worst ever recession. This in turn 

is directly in continuum with its experience of immigration, and now a return to an economy where 

more workers are leaving Ireland than entering i.e. a reverse in the flow of workers. Classical 

political economy‟s division of labor and indeed more recent research on the movement of workers 

and economic trends has focused on simply the movement of capital. With a conscious shift for 

there to be a more specific focus on workers in their economic processes, we see the emergence of 
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the Transnational Division of Labor (TDL). TDL is where workers act as agents constrained or 

empowered within global networks based on specific social characteristics. 

The specific structure of this article will involve three sections. The first offers a discussion of the 

changing nature of employment, and how recent economic history has seen the rise of a „contingent 

economy‟ with polarized workforces; much of this polarized segregated workforce is linked to 

increased availability of „cheap‟ migrant workers. The second section of the paper focuses 

specifically on Ireland‟s immigration policies and how they are directly linked to labor market 

trends, as well as the main actors involved in the policy processes. The final section offers statistical 

analysis to support claims that global trends of the concentration and clustering of certain social 

characteristics of workers in certain sectors occurs in the Irish labor market, and can be linked back 

to the immigration policies. 

      

1. Polarization and changing nature of employment: 

From the late 1970s and 80s, the Fordist modes of production and economic growth were being 

supplanted by the growth of the service-based economies of North America and Western Europe 

(Harvey 2005). This restructuring has had a far-reaching impact on the nature of work resulting in a 

move towards flexible temporary contracts and the increasing polarization of different jobs in the 

service sector. Based predominantly on the growth of the new knowledge economy, the events of 

2008 to the present have illustrated that the service sector driven knowledge economy is not 

immune to the insecurity of capitalism, just as the Fordist model was.  

What has changed since the days of the assembly line in North America and Western Europe is the 

demographics of the workforce. The 1970s and 80s saw the feminization of the workforce 

(McDowell et al 2009), and the entry of many educated well-paid women into the labor market. 

This meant that many of the jobs that had traditionally been regarded as „home-makers‟ roles were 
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now being demanded as paid employment opportunities. The workers filling these jobs were 

working class women, particularly from minority groups and recent migrant groups.  

In the US, restructuring saw the income gap widen between whites on the one hand and Latinos and 

blacks on the other (McCall 2001). In addition, the major cities of the US saw the rise of, what Peck 

& Theodore in Chicago context call, the „contingent economy‟ (Peck & Theodore 2001). A 

contingent economy is based on flexible, short-term and temporary employment. The casualization 

of employment results in less pay, limited access to social benefits and statutory entitlements, and 

low control over the labor process.  

Much of the research carried out in Southern Europe in recent years (Barbieri & Scherer 2009, Sala 

& Silva 2009, Arapoglou & Sayas 2009) emphasizes the change in the „nature‟ of employment and 

the labor market structure in Europe. These researchers emphasize the move from sole reliance on 

large public sector economies to the massive growth of the service sector, and the creation of new 

forms of low-paid work. Changes in the allocation of welfare and the make-up of the public sector 

have meant changes in employment contracts leading to an increase in the insecurity of the labor 

market. Barbieri & Scherer‟s (2009) research in Italy illustrates the impact of de-regulation used to 

get groups out of long-term unemployment and into low-paid service sector jobs, „as any job is 

better than none‟. This has in fact led to the creation of “enduring cleavages in society” (Barbier & 

Scherer 2009:689), where groups in society are identified with these jobs and upward mobility 

becomes almost an impossibility.  

The „new‟ labor market created over the course of the past two decades, a product of the model of 

economic development that has dominated the global political economy: neo-liberal economic 

management is the framework within which research is carried out on the division of migrant labor 

in the Greater London Area (Wills et al., 2010). The Wills et al. highlight the global nature of this 

model of economic development following its export across the world, thereby creating the 

necessity and desire for people to migrate across international borders in search of work. With the 
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added privatization drive within national economies and the increase in subcontracting forms of 

employment, it is a case of workers “being disciplined through exposure to the pressures of 

competition” (Wills et al. 2010:3).   

Peck & Theodore (2001) provide a comprehensive comparison of the „opposing‟ ends of the 

polarized workforce, characteristic of all service-dominated economies. The social characteristics of 

workers at the high and low end are then related to Massey‟s (1998) notion of power geography, 

who can move where and how easily; this further relates to the characteristics of jobs and who does 

what (I will return to a more in depth discussion of power and global networks later in the paper). 

“Networks of service sector workers stretching across space are a growing feature of the 

assemblages of workers who service global cities” (McDowell et al 2008:753), with these networks 

composed of both high skilled and low skilled jobs and constrained and facilitated in different 

ways. Research has been done on both high-skilled and low-skilled in the form of an investigation 

of how processes operating across the range of spatial scales produce particular divisions of labor 

within local labor markets. Although a polarized workforce is created, the high and low-skilled jobs 

created in agency or subcontracting work are related with one leading to and creating the other.  

McDowell et al (2008) claim that previous research, including that of Peck (1989), Peck & 

Theodore (2001), has focused specifically on the bottom end of the urban labor market resulting in 

a situation of research being „too local‟. Global forces assemble within a local labor market or 

within the spatial reach of a single city or region, but these forces reach across geographical scales 

and temporary or flexible employment contracts offer an empirical means of investigating these 

different scales. Harvey‟s (1989) comments on the distinctive roles of cities within the spaces of the 

international division of labor are still very much alive in geographical and economic theory. One 

such application is that by Herod (2011) on the role of cities within scales of the global economy.  

Cohen (2006) disputes Sassen‟s (1984, 1991) global cities thesis in so far as he claims that the cities 

on which the thesis is based are „exceptionally‟ global. Urban centers that are not the financial 
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capitals of the world, such as London, Tokyo and New York, can also be brought into the expanded 

thesis as centers where global forces can be studied in the local labor market. This expanded thesis 

enables research to look at these other nerve centers aspiring to be integrated at the global level by 

looking at their expanded/expanding service sector and the clustering of workers in high-skilled or 

low-skilled jobs within the sector. 

 

1.1 Who does the work? 

From the early 1990s the social polarization thesis studied global processes of economic 

restructuring and labor market changes, and their effect on the social and spatial structures of global 

cities (Mollenkopf & Castells 1991; Sassen 1991). National origins have been illustrated as feeding 

directly into the makeup of a nation‟s labor market. Borjas (1999) clearly establishes how historical 

and contemporary immigration processes and policies in the US have a direct relationship with the 

skill requirement. This, he maintains with the recent decline in the relative skills and economic 

performance of immigrants, is linked to the expansion of the service sector. The decline or level of 

skill acquisition, in Borjas‟s view, does not increase over time as processes of discrimination and 

enclaving occur. Neither Sassen nor Borjas, nor indeed Cohen, argue that there are rigid divisions 

based on race, ethnicity, nationality or gender, but rather that there is an over-representation of 

certain groups in certain disadvantaged positions. 

The nature of economic growth highlighted in the study of the city of London and the work of 

McDowell in London both highlight the role of flexible temporary employment as an important 

factor in the concentration of immigrants in certain jobs and as links into segmentation more 

generally. Facilitating the increase in immigration also allows for the reduction in the inflationary 

pressures on wages, and „fuel‟ the growth of the massive services sector (Clark & Drinkwater 

2008). So Europe‟s migrants are being admitted as groups connected to the existing labor shortages, 

rather than as individuals (McDowell 2003). It is in these service sector jobs, as defined in the first 
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section that an understanding of the concentration and segmentation of immigrants needs to stem 

from. 

Is it therefore possible to make generalizations about the nature of migration flows and their link to 

the division of labor in particular receiving countries? There is indeed a strong argument for the 

case that migration flows take place within systems which have an economic specification (Sassen 

1996). Migration processes or the flow of workers takes place at the intersection of global economic 

trends and local or regional labor market developments, creating a global consistency in how local 

or regional markets operate and demand workers. At the same time each country is still unique, as 

each place represents the intersection of its own local and global social relations (Peck 1996, 

Massey 2005), as does each migration flow. It is, therefore, from the general tendencies in 

economic dominance and the formation of transnational spaces for economic activity where global 

divisions of labor and their local transpiration are formed.  

  

2. The politics of movement  

The nature of 21
st
 century capitalism and the growth of the service sector, as outlined in the 

previous section, have meant, “migrant workers are caught in the cross-fire of contemporary 

capitalism” (Wills et al 2009:257). Given the re-structuring and the changing nature of work, 

researchers and activities of migration would advocate that foreign workers are easier to exploit 

politically. This raises issues of a moral economy where people are employed in certain jobs 

because they are migrants i.e. they are coded as the other.  McDowell uses the term „social factory‟ 

(McDowell et al 2009:338), where the increased control by states, increased use of technological 

control and the power of multinational capital to spatially relocate, have combined to extend forms 

of the workplace control into society as a whole.   

In the 1950s European, North American and Japanese Transnational Corporations (TNCs) operated 

within a global manufacturing system based on establishing labor-intensive export platforms 
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providing Fröbel, Heinrichs and Kreye with the framework for the introduction of the term 

International Division of Labor (IDL). However, as Fagan and Webber (1999) argue this approach 

describes one specific form of IDL that has developed in labor-intensive manufacturing activities, 

but is not a global mode of growth. Mittelman‟s (2000) use of the term Global Division of Labor 

and Power (GDLP), illustrates the lack of a dominant mode of development, rather that there is 

geographical variation within the world economy and that this variation is the supranational 

regional basis of many economic relationships. GDLP highlights the power relations between 

places in the global system and the continuing importance of the state within these power relations. 

Although more geographically relevant in terms of the global economy GDLP is also focused on 

production and capital rather than labor or the workers operating within the economic power 

relations. One major line of reasoning that GDLP does emphasize is the fact that international 

divisions of labor are now more apparent in certain service sectors rather than the manufacturing 

sectors, although this is not to say that they do not still exist there. 

In creating a bi-polarized service sector based economy the social value that is attributed to work 

has changed (Castles & Miller 2009). „Highly visible‟ (Böhning 1991) migrants are professionals, 

technicians and kindred. The „invisible‟ to contrast Böhning‟s term, are those that fill jobs in the 

low-skilled positions of the service sector, with the existence of one being intertwined with the 

other.  

The New International Division of Labor (NIDL) takes the view that the division of labor is a result 

of globalization. It is the spatial division of labor where production is not confined to a national 

economy but can be located anywhere in the world, therefore a situation where capital or 

manufacturing locates to where there is a cheap supply of labor. In his 2006 book „Migration and its 

enemies‟, Cohen offers a solid critique of the NIDL that he himself had used in earlier work (Cohen 

1987). He argues that we can no longer think of the division of labor as simply the movement of 

capital from the core to the periphery in search of cheap labor. Classical political economy does not 
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encompass elements of gender or race and neglects independent institutional forces, and most 

importantly the role of the flow of labor. The NIDL is ahistorical in that it fails to acknowledge the 

power of colonial economics to impact on the global division of labor. This ontological shift that 

Cohen terms the transnational division of labor links in directly with concepts proposed by Herod 

(2003) and other labor geographers. The Transnational Division of Labor (TDL) encompasses 

elements from the IDL, GDLP and the NIDL, but fundamentally now workers can no longer be 

ignored when analyzing the major restructuring of industrial production in old and new 

metropolises. Capital may move to the so-called periphery or global south but the changing nature 

of work in the historical core or global north makes for a new understanding of the division of 

labor. The role of the development and the continuing expansion of the term TDL is directly linked 

to the acknowledgment of the importance of the service sector in the historical global north, and 

indeed now in the expanding economies of the global south. Certain jobs, particularly in the low-

skilled sector, will no longer be undertaken by native-born workers but will be filled through the 

use of a willing and ready supply of migrant workers and the global networks through which they 

seek and gain employment. The TDL is therefore concerned with the characteristics of workers in 

terms of the different axes of difference with regard to their gender, race, nationality, language 

skills.     

 

2.1 TDL and centering the worker: 

While international migrations are embedded in larger geopolitical and transnational economic 

dynamics, the dilemma of politics and its impact on the individual worker is in the contradictions 

between the state viewing individuals as the site for the exercise of authority with regard to entry 

and employment rights. In linking economic restructuring with TDL, research has illustrated the 

creation of groups of migrants defined and bound by their mobility ability, a situation that can be 

understood through Massey‟s (1996) concept of power-geometry. Within theories of time-space 
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compression (Harvey 1996), power geometry can reveal where different social groups and different 

individuals are placed in very distinct ways in relation to flows of capital, technology and people, 

and the interconnections between them. It is not about who moves and who does not but about who 

has the power in the flows and movement. The positions of people within power-geometry 

networks are determined and differentiated through coding them or through the creation of 

stereotypes. Massey‟s question then is if it is really possible to have a transparent politics of 

mobility if positions are socially determined?  

The movement of high-skilled sector workers or „consultants‟ within the labor markets of 

multinational companies has led to the creation of „a new breed of executive nomads‟, or at least 

free agent careers in the short-term until the consequences of their company or sector changes in 

terms of economic growth or stagnation in the market (Castells 1996).  Power is not created by one 

single agent, such as a multinational company, but rather is the combined overlapping scales or 

territories within which migrants work: (1) the supra-national governments (for example the EU) 

which will segment on international grounds based on the design of policy; (2) policies within 

individual national economies, where particular sectors and jobs are available based on national 

origins or characteristics determined by stratified rules of government; (3) segmentation within 

firms. It is the first two points that result directly from immigration policy and therefore have a 

profound effect on the resulting divisions of labor created in various national contexts.  

 

3. Immigration Policies and TDL: 

Ultimately immigration policies are formulated at the national level i.e. the state; however the 

growth of transnational homogeneous economic markets means that there has been a de-

nationalizing of key economic institutions and spaces, while at the same time there has been a re-

nationalizing of politics i.e. policy formulation. In the process of global economic restructuring the 

role of the state has changed; it is now focusing on agencies in the transnational processes rather 
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than domestic social forces, particularly in the corporate services sector. However, time-space 

compression and the globalization of the economy cannot simply be a matter of the „space‟ 

economy extending out to the global; rather it must be the legitimating of transnational processes 

operating in the national context (Massey 1993). This is a question of who has the power. By 

turning its gaze outwards the state neglects the micro equity and distributive questions at the 

household level for the systems of globally operating economic actors. At the same time as 

transforming its role in economic globalization, the state maintains exclusive right over who enters 

the country. This creates a contradiction of space with free movement on one hand and a space of 

enclosed territories on the other, where capital and trade are free but people are not. The enclosing 

of territories and controlling the movement of people by the state are formed in isolation 

characterized as being separate from the social, political or ethical content of relations which 

construct the form of space or society (Massey 2005). 

In terms of the TDL through control of who enters the country and gains the right to work, the state 

contributes in the creation of clustering or stereotyping of migrants into certain sectors and jobs. 

Recruitment carried out by the state is a clear example of characterizing people by jobs. All of the 

routes for entry including recruitment are designed to characterize workers. The most obvious 

example is the move within the EU to fill low-skilled jobs from within the territory, therefore 

curbing immigration from further afield. Returning to Cohen (2006) and the element of history in 

relation to the role of the state, the changing policies of a state in view of the movement of people in 

and out of its borders are a reflection of the specific time the policy is formulated. Jobs that were 

once done in the US by the minority black community are now being done by the growing Hispanic 

community (McCall 2001).  

I have made a claim for the global restructuring of work and its impact on who does what job as 

well as the role of the state and cities as nerve centers in the global economy and indeed in the 

construction of the TDL; however, this is not to neglect or negate the role of the local or place as 
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defined in geographical terms. Although Samers (2010) among others claims that Peck‟s discussion 

of the construction of segmentation in the labor market as a local occurrence is narrow, the claim is 

far from removing the concept of place or the local from the analysis. It is rather to make a claim 

for the importance of the dialectical relationship between the local and the global (Massey 1996). 

Therefore the local constructs the global as well as vice versa, and place is not simply a point on a 

map but rather a moment within power-geometrics.  

“A key to making some sense of urban transformation lies not only with the way in 

which the processes of globalization and economic restructuring are comprehended, but 

in also recognizing what is distinctive about the experience of cities due to varying local 

differences” (Badcock 2000:212) 

It is therefore a case of global restructuring but local immigration policy, and this leads into my 

discussion of the Irish immigration policy and the resulting labor market patterns in the Greater 

Dublin Area (GDA). 

 

3.1 Ireland‟s immigration Policies: 

In order to contextualize Ireland‟s immigration policy in view of the arguments for place made 

above, I offer a brief summary of the major economic and political actions of the state leading up to 

and including the years of the Celtic Tiger.  

3.1.1 Contextualizing the policies: 

Emigration of the 1980s recessionary years seriously depleted the volume of the Irish workforce, 

and long-term unemployment was endemic (Nolan et al. 2000). The majority of the employed 

population was involved in some form of public sector employment (O‟Riordan 1990) and with the 

onset of economic growth, acute labor shortages resulted, especially evident in the IT sectors. With 

the continued expansion of the economy, the „nature‟ of Irish industries and available jobs changed.  

From a once predominantly agricultural economy with a small manufacturing sector, Ireland‟s 
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economic activity now shifted to services (CSO 2006). The vast majority of the labor shortages 

post-2000 was in these „new‟ industrial sectors including financial intermediation, health, retail, 

hotels and restaurants. Much of the migration to meet the demands of these new industries can be 

directly linked to global recruitment drives (Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment, 

http://www.entemp.ie/), particularly by Enterprise Ireland
1
, but also by other Irish institutions 

including third level recruitment of international students. 

Two additional dimensions of growth related to immigration during the Celtic Tiger years are 

important to the current narrative; the first is the economic position adopted by the Irish state during 

these years, a position which shifted from a largely state-driven growth to a neo-liberal open market 

economy. The political climate was driven by business growth and a prerequisite of attracting 

foreign direct investment (FDI) through tax regulation and government campaigns (Nolan et al. 

2000) The second dimension to economic growth in Ireland links directly to the first and involves 

the introduction of social partnerships in the later 1980s as a means of facilitating growth
2
. The 

specific interest in the role of social partnership in this study is centered on the identity of the social 

partners. Wage agreements covered unionized sectors only, those of the public sector and 

indigenous
3
 industries. The most recent report on social partnership and development in Ireland 

                                                        
1 Enterprise Ireland, which came into existence in 1987, is the government organization responsible for the development and growth of Irish business 

across the globe. They work in partnership with Irish businesses to help them start, grow, innovate and gain ability to export sales on global markets.  

2 The Program for National Recovery was an agreement with the Irish Congress for Trade Unions which encompassed wage moderation and a series 

of measures to stimulate employment, to broaden the tax base to permit lower taxation of workers' earnings and commitments to improve social 

protections (Program for National Recovery: 1987). There is much contestation around the concept of partnership with different actors and disciplines 

allocating different degrees of importance to the impact of social partnership. Some, mainly those engaged in business, see social partnership as being 

the driving force behind The Celtic Tiger; others see it as having had no impact at all. The view in this research is that although it may not have been 

the driving force behind the growth, it did provide the political factors i.e. the policies which aided capital accumulation (Hastings et al. 2007).
 

3 Indigenous industries were encouraged and financed under Enterprise for Ireland. 
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„Towards 2016‟, illustrates the further divisions between the unionized and non-unionized sectors. 

According to the report, there are more social partnership agreements among indigenous, previously 

state owned bodies and highly unionized sectors of the economy, but not in high-tech, non-

unionized, multinational, export industries, nor in the temporary service based sectors such as 

restaurants and hotels, these being the two areas where the majority of recent arrivals in Ireland 

were/are employed. One of the main reasons for this is the historical dimension in the existence of 

trade unions and other non-state bodies; their existence is based on foundations established 

principally during the 1980s (Hastings et al. 2007). 

Much of the investment and consequent economic activity have centered on the Greater Dublin 

Area (GDA) resulted in the greatest influx of migrants also being to work in this region. 68% (CSO: 

2006) of all international migrants work in the Greater Dublin Area, an area which claims 46.3% of 

the total workforce population (Bartley & Kitchin: 2007). It is also an area where wages were/are 

reputed to be ranked amongst the highest in the world. Consequently the Greater Dublin Area 

experienced the most dramatic changes as a result of rapid immigration. 

3.1.2 Specific dimensions of immigration policy: 

a. Recruitment:  

The involvement of the Department of Enterprise and Employment in the formulation of 

recruitment policy highlights the importance with which the state held the connection between labor 

demand and immigration i.e. in doing so immigration is considered as a form of labor supply. There 

were also a number of recruitment drives specifically between 1995 and 2004 as outlined in the 

table on the following page. The link between economic growth, state action and immigration 

policy issued is evident, and has led  to the channeling of workers into certain sectors and jobs 

specifically linked to country of origin. This channeling has occurred as a direct result of 

recruitment campaigns and/or policies that include and exclude certain worker social 

characteristics.  For example, female nurses from India and the Philippines are a source of labor for 
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much of Western Europe, and were/are actively recruited to work in Irish hospitals. Table 1 on the 

preceding page illustrates the immigration policies from the mid-1990s to the present. 

Table 1 illustrates the immigration policies and approaches taken by the Irish state and it also points 

out some of the groups of migrant workers who are directly linked to particular immigration 

policies. It is therefore also important to briefly highlight the main „waves‟ of migrant workers who 

entered the Irish labor market as a result of particular policies. The early workers were 

predominantly Irish emigrants of the 1980s returning to take up positions in the IT and financial 

sectors which were expanding rapidly. These sectors also saw a large number of Western Europeans 

(original EU-15) coming to Ireland as well as North Americans, Australians and New Zealanders. 

The health sector drew Filipino and Indian nurses to Ireland through recruitment drives in addition 

to the demand for doctors and consultants from South East Asia and Africa. South East Asians also 

came to work in the high-skilled IT sector specifically in computers. These consultants were 

selected based on the basis that their countries of origin offered them comprehensive training in the 

area and they are seen by the country of origin as well as by Western European countries as cheaper 

sources of qualified labor. Many Chinese, Bangladeshis and Mauritian workers entered the country 

on student visas which allowed them to work 20 hours a week thereby targeting the demand in low-

skilled service sectors. Brazilians were recruited in large numbers from 1999 to work in the meat 

packing industries and are now found working across the low-skilled service sector. Eastern 

Europeans began coming to Ireland from the end of the 1990s on work permits with an increase in 

numbers following accession in 2004 and again with the accession of Romania and Bulgaria in 

2007. Diversity of social characteristics in the low-skilled sector jobs reflects the extent of the 

volume of work permits issued during the period 1999-2003. The largest groups are the Poles, 

Lithuanians, Latvians and Romanians, and they are mainly concentrated in the low-skilled service 

sector and construction. Across the different skill sectors there are a vast number of nationalities 

with the 2006 census counting 188 different countries highlighted by the respondents. The groups 
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named above are the dominant groups and present direct links to changes in the immigration 

policies enforced by the state.    
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Table 1 Immigration policy and link with labor market
4
 

 

Recruitment 

drive/policy 

 

State involvement/role 

 

Sectors benefiting/aim 

Proposed link to TDL and 

power geometry theory 

Specific groups linked 

to policy change 

Jobs for Ireland 

Campaign 

1999-2002
5
 

Government grants Recent Irish emigrants (1980s) to 

fill demand in IT and finance 

sectors 

Cultural links and family ties 

still in existence; „easy‟ 

network to tap 

Irish returnees (1980s) 

International job 

fairs/labor attaché 

Expert Group on Future Skills (EGFSN) and 

National Training and Employment Agency 

(FAS) initiative with government representative 

at fairs and in embassy tasked with recruiting, 

specifically India and the Philippines 

Workers to fill gaps in the IT and 

health sectors 

Cultural capital and 

stereotyping – Bauder.  

South Asians in IT 

Filipino and Indian 

nurses 

South Asian and African 

doctors 

 

Working Visa 

Authorization 

Program 

(WVAP) and 

Work Permit 

Scheme (WPS) 

1999-2003 

WVAP 1999-2006 (replaced with Green Card) 

targeted at highly skilled sectors. 

Until April 2003 WPS were almost entirely 

employer-led, with workers recruited in any 

sector from any country outside of the then EU-

15. Number of work permit 1999-2003 700% 

increase 

WVAP: IT, health consultants, 

third level education and financial 

sectors. 

3 of every four permits between 

1999-2003 in the low-skilled 

sector. Diversity in nationalities 

with 150 different nationalities.  

Polarization of migrant work 

force based on certain social 

characteristics creating a 

division between WVAP and 

WPS. 

 

North Americans, 

Australian, New 

Zealand in IT, Financial 

and Educational sectors. 

Eastern Europeans and 

Asians in low-skilled 

sectors. 

                                                        
4 Table constructed through figures and data from Central Statistics Office (CSO), Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) and the Migrant Rights Centre Ireland (MRCI) 1991-2008 

5 http://www.entemp.ie/press/2000/130500.htm
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Work Permit 

Scheme post-

accession 

The „Interventionist Employment Permits Act 

published in April 2003 encouraged issue of 

work permits to EU-10 countries set to join in 

2004.  

Fall in the number of low-skilled 

sector work permit applications. 

BUT the number of new work 

permits granted to non-EU 

workers. 

Lack of expected significant 

drop in number of non-EU 

work permits existence of 

networks of recruitment and 

preferences for certain 

workers. 

Workers in IT and in 

low-skilled service 

sector from South East 

Asia 

EU accession 

2004 and 2007 

(Full labor 

market access to 

EU-10) 

With change in the work permit scheme, move 

on the part of the state to fill low-skilled sector, 

from within the EU. 

Romania and Bulgaria joined in January 2007 

with restricted employment right but more 

flexible than non-EU 

Almost 100% of EU-10 migrants 

employed in the low-skilled 

sector. Similar figures for 

Romania and Bulgaria. 

A move in Ireland and 

Western Europe in general to 

„eliminate‟ immigration from 

outside its borders. „Easy‟ 

supply of labor willing to 

work hard. 

Workers particularly 

came from Poland, 

Latvia, Lithuania and 

Romania 

Recruitment in 

accession 

countries 

Employer lead specifically from large chains 

actively recruiting workers to come to Ireland 

and the UK to work 

Low-skilled sector particularly in 

food and agricultural sectors 

This policy is linked to the 

above explanation  

See previous row 

Green Card 

system 

Introduced in May 2005 Recruitment in skilled sectors 

based on expected earnings. 

Threshold set at €60,000 per 

annum, limiting application to 

high end of the skilled sector. 

High-skilled sector workers. 

A criterion selects only those 

with English language skills, 

and qualifications recognized 

in Ireland or the EU. 

Same nationalities in 

health, financial, 

education and IT 
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4. The evidence – similar characteristics in similar jobs: 

The final column of table 1 highlights how immigration policy changes parallels with the growth 

and group/nationality of workers who began to enter the Irish labor market. However, further 

evidence is required to illustrate that groups of workers are concentrated in certain jobs based on 

social characteristics i.e. nationality/place of birth, gender, race, age.  

 

4.1 Distribution of workers in industries by „Place of Birth‟: 

The previous section indicated the impact of the growth on various industries in the Irish economy, 

with the significant areas being services, construction and hospitality. Figure 1 aims to illustrate the 

breakdown of the major non-Irish workers in the labor market as well as the breakdown of Irish 

workers. The figure provides a visual reference of the percentage distribution according to “Place of 

Birth‟ of workers in each industrial group. Country of birth is used in this instance as it provides the 

most significant breakdown of different nationalities. In addition given the recent nature of 

immigration, the difference between using nationality or Place of Birth is minimal (running a cross 

tabulation in SPSS illustrates this). The pie diagrams emphasis the clustering of groups in certain 

sectors, and illustrate that Irish-born workers are more evenly distributed across the labor market in 

contrast to workers born outside the country. 
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Figure 1 Distribution of selected Place of Birth by industries with bottom legend applicable to all 

  

  

                                       

 

Given the recent nature of the migration flows, Irish nationals still significantly hold the largest 

proportion in every industry, with UK being the highest of the non-Irish in all categories. Poland 

and Lithuania as the „Place of Birth‟ feature highly in all categories, a fact which informs most 

discussion of contemporary immigration in Ireland, particularly with regard to the media, although 

government reports also emphasize the point. Much of the rhetoric (official and media) since 2004 

and accession focuses on the economic impact of Europe‟s newest members. Although numerically 

Poland Other EU15-25

Other European Asia
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significant, the diversity of non-Irish workers from around the world is important in understanding 

changes in the structure of the labor market, and also on how Ireland‟s experience links in with the 

broader context of the international division of labor.  

Much of the discussion of growth in the Celtic Tiger economy was centered on the service economy 

and specifically retail trade, and the figures reflect this with all groups comprising similar figures of 

between 9 and 11% of their total number of workers. A similar trend is reflected in the hotels and 

restaurant industry; however the place of birth category „Asia‟ emerges as particularly high in this 

area with 30% of Asian males working in the industry. All groups factor highly in „real estate, 

renting and business activity, with EU-15 and Africa both having the largest numbers in terms of 

the percentage of workers from respective groups. „Other‟ countries also feature highly in this 

industry, although the specific nationalities require further investigation. Males in the categories 

Asia and Africa figure highly in health and social work, a situation which is not surprising 

considering the Irish Health Service Executive (HSE) recruitment drives for nurses and doctors. 

Percentage distribution offers a snapshot of where non-Irish born workers are employed but it does 

not allow for the comparison of different groups within industrial or occupation sectors; this 

requires a further step. 

 

4.2 Economic clustering: 

Access to jobs depends on the nature and size of the various ethnic minority groups in the particular 

industry or occupation in question. As an economy expands, as was Ireland‟s case in the late 1990s 

to mid 2000s, certain industries expanded creating new job opportunities, and native workers 

moved up the job queue creating specific labor shortages, which needed to be filled. These positions 

are usually at the bottom level of low-waged sectors such as hospitality, retail and manufacturing. 

Though it is easy to say based on economic evidence that these industries/sectors were the ones that 

grew most in Ireland, as they did across Western Europe and North America, this also gives a false 
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picture of an apparent dual economy. It is not the case that all immigrants recruited are attracted to 

the jobs in these industries creating an apparent separation between native and immigrant. The 

problem is with the classification of occupations, where low-skilled jobs are usually less 

differentiated than high-skilled jobs. Occupations should then be regarded in terms of categories 

rather than industrial class; the variable of Social Economic Group in the Irish census allows for 

this categorization. Moving away from a concept of a dual economy, research needs to look at the 

opportunities „exploited‟ by certain nationality groups, and where immigrants find opportunity. 

Employers will also use the opportunities perceived by immigrants to their advantage, as they look 

for similar characteristics in workers employed. This is where the relationship between economic 

change and demographics is extremely important. 

Analyzing variables of the social characteristics of nationality, educational attainment, gender, age 

and length of time in Ireland, can offer an assessment or draw conclusions on the nature of the 

industrial clustering in terms of which characteristics are found in which sector. However, any 

conclusions from industrial clustering are largely dependent on the measures used, and these are 

context specific (Semyonov 2000). In defining whether occupational or industrial categories should 

be used in defining jobs, identifying the features of both occupational and industrial is important. 

Industrial classification in the Irish census reflects the structural features of the local economy i.e. 

where workers are employed. While this accurately describes the structure of the economy, a 

disadvantage is that workers doing very similar types of work may be classed into different 

industrial sectors depending on the nature of the firm. Whereas occupational classification of jobs is 

normally seen to focus on the nature of the work and the skill levels required (Wang & Pandit 

2007), industrial and occupational class categories are almost identical in the Irish census due to to 

the relatively narrow spectrum of economic activities in the economy, thereby eliminating most 

difficulties in selecting the appropriate variable. Comparing the frequency distribution of 

occupational group and industry does raise one issue around the public sector. Occupational 
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categories in the Irish census allow for a clearer indication of workers who are in public sector 

employment, compared with industrial groups that are private sector groups. The analysis therefore 

begins with the industrial categories, as used above in the „who are Ireland‟s migrants?‟ and then 

for a further breakdown of specific industries occupational categories are applied.  

The second factor regarding the definition of categories is associated with scale and the breakdown 

of employment categories, or the scale of disaggregation or indeed in some instances aggregation. 

When enquiring into the nature of a worker‟s employment sector, the data are aggregated rather 

than the size of a spatial unit, and this may influence conclusions. Ultimately the choice of the 

number of employment sectors is based on the specific research questions, and the size of the local 

labor market. In Ireland, the categories available for analysis by the Central Statistics Office are 

limited, thus eliminating many of the empirical contentions of combining categories. The 

categorization in the census does generate issues of specificity and whether the category a 

respondent chooses is really a true reflection of the work they are engaged in, given the broad 

spectrum of work. To verify industrial and occupational clustering in the Irish labor market by non-

Irish nationals a two-step method is applied.  

4.2.1 ODDs Ratio – step two: 

The first step calculates the likelihood of a particular non-Irish group being employed in a specific 

industry compared to their Irish counterparts or the ODDS ratio
6
. This is based on the Sample of 

Anonymous Records (SARS), a 5% representative figure of full 2006 census. This first empirical 

step is determining a cluster, and the ODDs ratio is the most common (Ellis, Wright & Parks 2004, 

Wang 2010). An industrial cluster, calculated with equation 1 below, is then defined as one in 

                                                        
6 Where ODDs ratio measures the effect size, describing the strength of the relationship between „Place of Birth‟ and sector of employment. This 

descriptive test illustrates each migrant worker group compared to their Irish counterpart. An OR of less than 1 implies that E is less concentrated 

compared to others; if OR is equal to 1 then E has the same concentration compared to others; and if OR is greater than 1 then E is more concentrated 

compared to others. 
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which the OR is 1.5 or greater as used in previous research (Wright & Ellis 2000; Hudson 2003; 

Wang & Pandit 2007).  

Equation 1:  

Table 2 Selected ODDS ratios as calculated based on formula 

Sector Selected ODDS 

compared to Irish 

(Place of Birth 

variable) 

Gender Aspect Observations 

Agriculture, 

forestry and 

fishing 

 „Lithuania‟ females have 

an ODDS ration of 6.202 

higher than Irish women 

of bring employed in 

sector, and EU15-25 

have a 5.599 higher 

ODDS 

Many of the EU15-25 and European 

other (mainly Romanian and 

Bulgarian) women came to Ireland 

through agricultural recruitment 

drives particularly in mushroom and 

fruit picking activities. 

Hotel and 

restaurant 

„Other European‟ – 

5.335 

„Asian‟ – 7.551 

„Asian‟ males 14.345 

higher ODDS compared 

to Irish males 

The „common‟ discourse in Ireland 

usually puts Polish and Lithuanians 

as being highly concentrated in this 

sector so this ODDS ration offers an 

interesting alternative  

Construction „Polish‟ – 2.073 

„Lithuanian‟ – 

2.044 

 Although higher than Irish ODDS 

this are not as high as might be 

expected as the construction sector 

was also a main source of 

employment for Irish workers 

Real Estate, 

Renting and 

Business 

activities 

„EU-15‟ – 2.962 

„Other‟ – 2.173 

 

 Many small businesses have 

appeared in certain areas of the city 

of Dublin in recent years. The other 

observation was mainly Europeans 

in the real estate boom market. 

Health and 

Social work 

„Africa‟ – 2.081 

„Asia‟ – 3.9521 

„Africa‟ males 4.858 

higher ODDS compared 

to Irish males, with only 

1.656 for „Africa‟ 

females compared to 

Irish females 

These higher ODDS link back to the 

recruitment campaigns in the health 

sector. 

The gender aspect may be linked to 

many Asian doctors being recruited 

for hospitals across the country  

 

4.2.2 Two-step cluster analysis: 

The purpose of the application of cluster analysis with regard to my analysis is to determine how 

people are grouped into clusters based on variables selected to represent nationality and nature of 

employment. Although no pre-determined relationships are assumed, as is the basis of cluster 

analysis, these variables are selected based on what is acknowledged in the literature to determine 

the nature of work.  

 

O R iE tiE
iO tiO
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The TwoStep cluster analysis is carried out using the 2006 quarter two Quarterly National 

Household Survey (QNHS), and the variables selected to conduct the analysis include sex, place of 

birth, educational attainment, sector of employment and occupation. The aim is to determine if 

clusters will fit the data already seen in the previous macro level census analysis. TwoStep cluster 

analysis is carried out in three steps in this study: 1. each case if defined as a separate cluster and 

the analysis will proceed to combine cases sequentially. As all the cases are from the 2006 Quarter 

2 QNHS and the test is regarding employment, an outlier is not selected in the pre-analysis stage; 2. 

Euclidean distance measures the arithmetic difference between two people in the dataset not the 

geometric distance between these in a space; 3. The final step is a cross tabulation following 

analysis in order to establish how individual cases within the QNHS fit into the clusters.  

The test forms three clusters from the QNHS dataset representing a total of 43.2% of the data and 

the three clusters are of roughly equal size. Table 3 illustrates the distribution of the three clusters 

Table 3 Composition of the three clusters 

 Cluster 1 (38.5% of 

43.2%) 

Cluster 2 (34.9% of 43.2%) Cluster 3 (26.6% of 

43.2%) 

Cluster name Manual cluster Service cluster Professionals 

Gender Sex is important with a 

larger number of males 

Sex is important with a larger 

number of females 

Females slightly higher but 

roughly equal 

Place of Birth Irish and accession state 

feature most 

Other slightly higher but all 

roughly equal 

EU-15, Other and 

American feature highest 

Education Lowest educational 

achievement cluster mostly 

no formal/primary, lower 

secondary, upper secondary 

and leaving certificate 

Centered around the middle 

with mainly upper secondary 

and leaving certificate as well 

as non-degree third level 

Most third level numbers 

as well as highest third 

level non-degree 

Industry Almost entire agriculture 

and mining sectors. Also 

highest percentage of 

manufacturing, electricity, 

construction, transport and 

communication 

Highest number of retail and 

hotels/restaurants, public 

administration, health and 

„other‟ 

Highest number of 

financial, real estate, 

education and health 

Occupation Highest number of 

managers, craft and related, 

plant and machine 

operatives and „other‟ 

Clerical and secretarial, 

personal and protective, and 

sales 

Professional and associate 

professional and technical 

 

By linking this analysis back to the percentage concentration data and the ODDs ratio data some 

general inferences can be drawn as to the characteristics of the clusters. The distribution across the 

clusters and the main characteristics as highlighted by the names given to them, link directly back to 
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the percentages concentrations calculated earlier as well as the ODDs ratio. However, more 

importantly they show a clear division between Place of Birth and how this relates to what industry 

and occupation a worker is most likely to be employed in.   

4.2.3 The effect of the recession: 

The uniqueness of Ireland‟s economic bust to boom to bust was highlighted in the introduction and 

therefore initial evidence of its impact on migrant labor must be discussed. A country-wide census 

is being carried out in April 2011 and this will offer a much more comprehensive picture of the 

effect of the recession on the labor market broadly and on the role of migrant workers specifically. 

However, evidence from the QNHS and from reports published by the ESRI can offer some initial 

data on the effect of the recession on the labor market. The 2010 quarter two QNHS highlights a 

number of changes since the recession from early 2008, but also points to the actuality that figures 

have maintained consistency with regard to migrants in the labor market. First to some of the major 

changes, the most decisive being in the construction sector which is not surprising as it was the 

sector most closely linked to the growth of the Celtic Tiger and therefore also to its demise. Just 

before the onset of the Irish recession at the start of 2008 construction accounted for €38.5 billion 

and 13% of total employment in the Irish labor market, many of whom were migrant workers 

specifically from the 2004 accession states. With the collapse of the property bubble many workers 

in this sector lost their jobs, and in addition the added factor of a growing Polish economy meant 

that many construction workers left the Irish labor market. The collapse of the construction sector 

did predictably have a knock on effect on other sectors of the economy specifically in the services 

sectors. The fall in the number of migrant workers participating in the labor market has fallen in 

numbers since 2008 but emigration has also consisted of many Irish workers leaving in search of 

skilled employment abroad rather than deskilling through lack of opportunity in the Irish labor 

market. Evidence and initial analysis is based on reports from CSO and ESRI reports both of whom 

have provided comprehensive online reports. Two reports published in the past eighteen months 
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offer speculation as to the changes occurring in the Irish labor market, one is produced by the 

Trinity Immigration Initiative and the second is the QNHS report from quarter 2 in 2010 published 

by the CSO
7
. 

The recession has beyond a doubt had a greater impact on migrants in the labor market given the 

nature of the employment in which they are predominantly found, as discussed above. By the end of 

2009 the total number of migrants in Ireland had decreased by 8.9% and a similar figure is 

predicted for 2010 although this figure is not currently confirmed. However, the number of 

migrants in Ireland at the end of the third quarter QNHS in 2010 was well over 400,000 (aged 15 

and over) representing 12.2% of the total population in employment. This figured compares with 

13.7% in the third quarter of 2009 and 15.4% in the third quarter of 2008; therefore although a 

decrease is evident, it is not the mass exodus presumed by many. Further evidence from the CSO 

and ESRI indicates that this has meant that rather than floods of job losses in the services sector, 

businesses are instead implementing a hiring freeze. This is particularly evident in the hotels and 

restaurant sector in 2008 and 2009 where no new workers were recruited but there were minimal 

job losses (CSO: QNHS2009 report). The third quarter QNHS from 2010 includes specific figures 

on the breakdown of economic sector and nationality, and these statistics do offer evidence of the 

slight decrease in numbers of migrant workers across the various sectors, aside from an increase in 

the number of other in the Industry category and also in Health. The sectors where migrant workers 

are concentrated have however not changed, with a continued disproportionate representation of 

accession states and other categories in industry/manufacturing, construction, retail, 

accommodation and food services and health (the sectors highlighted in the analysis above). It can 

therefore be said that although the number of migrant workers in the Irish labor market has 

decreased, the argument on the nature of their employment and their concentration in certain 

                                                        
7 TII report September 2009 http://www.tcd.ie/immigration/css/downloads/MCANewsletter1.pdf 

CSO report September 2010 http://www.cso.ie/releasespublications/documents/labour_market/current/qnhs.pdf
 

http://www.tcd.ie/immigration/css/downloads/MCANewsletter1.pdf
http://www.cso.ie/releasespublications/documents/labour_market/current/qnhs.pdf
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sectors, specifically those tied to services and temporary flexible employment, would suggest a 

continued reliance in Ireland on migrant workers in these sectors tying into the theoretical 

arguments of the Transnational Division of Labor.     

 

5. Conclusion – linking Irish labor market to TDL: 

Despite a negligible industrial era, based solely on local demand, Ireland experienced massive 

growth between 1995 and 2007. These years termed the Celtic Tiger saw growth particularly in 

services and construction, with services accounting for more that 60% of the economy (CSO 2006). 

Initially the expansion in the services sector saw the growth in demand for high-skilled sector 

workers, specifically in IT and financial services. The immigration trend reflects this with the Jobs 

Ireland campaigns and recruitment drives in a bid to „capture‟ workers for these areas. As economic 

growth continued the expansion of the low-skilled sectors jobs led to a shortage of workers for 

these jobs, which saw the rapid growth in the number of work permits issued. A clearly economic 

driven move by the state came with the expansion of the EU in 2004. The new EU-10 countries 

were given full economic access to the Irish labor market in a bid to „deal‟ with the labor shortage 

in these sectors. The move was also envisaged to curb immigration from outside the EU in low-

skilled sector jobs as they would be filled by the new EU workers. Despite a drop in the number of 

work permits, the massive drop supposed by the state in non-EU workers did not occur. This raises 

issues of jobs having been stereotyped or the established networks used in the recruitment of 

workers as being a powerful tool. Evidence from the census of 2006 and from the QNHS for the 

same period highlights the concentration of certain workers‟ characteristics in certain jobs, these 

being based on Place of Birth.  

The Transnational Division of Labor places workers at the centre of analysis emphasizing their 

importance in understanding the changing nature of work and in considering who is doing which 

job. Patterns from across the globe illustrate connections between urban centers linked through the 
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transnational nature of the economy and the movement of capital, and parallels in patterns of 

worker characteristics in employment. Ireland‟s economic growth during the years of the Celtic 

Tiger led to the rapid expansion of the service sector; this in turn turned to global labor supplies to 

satisfy labor demands. The immigration policies as discussed in detail in the paper above would 

appear to illustrate that this demand is closely linked to which policy was formulated, and in turn 

led to the determination of what worker would fill the demand.  

At the same time, Ireland‟s economic situation, although linked to wider global trends, is at the 

same time unique in that the processes of place construction and the history of economic 

development are unique to this geographical location. This means that in order to truly understand 

the Division of Labor in Ireland a more micro analysis of the work situation of different groups of 

workers is needed; this is a topic I cannot hope to cover in this paper. 
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